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This paper describes the processes and results of Verification and Validation (V&V) efforts for the Collocation Stand Alone Library and Toolkit (CSALT). We describe the test program and environments, the tools used for independent test data, and comparison results. The V&V effort employs classical problems with known analytic solutions, solutions from other available software tools, and comparisons to benchmarking data available in the public literature. Presenting all test results are beyond the scope of a single paper. Here we present high-level test results for a broad range of problems, and detailed comparisons for selected problems.
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Nomenclature

\( z \) : decision vector
\( f \) : NLP functions
\( q \) : optimal control functions
\( x \) : state vector
\( u \) : control functions
\( J \) : cost function
\( t \) : time

1. Introduction

The Collocation Stand Alone Library and Toolkit (CSALT) is a C++ library that employs collocation for solving the optimal control problem.1) The library contains approximately 17,000 Source Lines of Code (SLOC) for the CSALT library and about 17,000 SLOC reused from utilities in the General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT).2) The system has (loose) dependencies on the Boost C++ library for sparse matrix arithmetic, and SNOPT3) for nonlinear programming. The software was developed in collaboration between GSFC engineers and software developers, GSFC support contractors, and the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) and is licensed using the Apache License 2.0.

CSALT is under active development. It currently supports 6 transcriptions ranging from trapezoid5) to Radau orthogonal collocation9) employing a mesh refinement algorithm.11) The user interface is object-oriented, and is similar to, and inspired by, the user interface in PSOPT.3)

This paper documents the benchmarking and testing performed on CSALT to date, focusing on system accuracy and robustness for multi-phase optimal control problems (performance benchmarking, while important, will be addressed in future work). Our benchmarking efforts heavily reference standard problems in the literature. We refer the reader to those references for problem specific details and, except in a few limited cases, we do not repeat well known problem specifications in this paper. Our benchmarking effort employs several external truth sources including comparison to exact analytic solutions when available, comparison to solutions from GPOPS II,9) SOS,6) and PSOPT,3) and, for low thrust space trajectory optimizations, comparison to industry standard benchmarking problems documented by Horwood and Dankanich.12)

Current and near term efforts on CSALT are focused on integration into NASAs General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) and will address performance benchmarking and improvements, and implementation of additional functionality in the core CSALT library.

2. Optimal Control Problems

Optimal control problems have been studied extensively over the past half-century with applications in all areas of engineering. Fundamentally, an optimal control problem is any that can be expressed as a system of ordinary differential equations, governed by either discrete or continuously varying control inputs.

If an optimal control problem is sufficiently complex, and cannot be solved analytically, numerical methods must be applied. There are two main classes of numerical methods: indirect and direct. For an overview of trajectory optimization methods we refer the reader to Refs. 14) and 1).

For any optimal control problem, the general mathematical strategy is to minimize a cost function, \( J \) (written in what is called the Bolza form):1)

\[
J = \Phi(x(t_o), t_o, x(t_f), t_f) + \int_{t_o}^{t_f} \lambda(x(t), u(t), t) dt \tag{1}
\]

subject to the ordinary differential equations describing the system,

\[
x(t) = a(x(t), u(t), t) \tag{2}
\]

algebraic path constraints,

\[
p(x(t), u(t), t) \leq 0 \tag{3}
\]

and boundary conditions,

\[
b(x(t_o), u(t_o), x(t_f), u(t_f), t_o, t_f) \leq 0 \tag{4}
\]

where \( x \) is the state vector, and \( u \) is the vector of controls.
3. Current CSALT Capability

CSALT employs collocation to solve the optimal control problem. Collocation converts an optimal control problem to a large, sparse Non-Linear Programming (NLP) problem. The differential equations in the optimal control problem are converted to a set of differential algebraic equations whose solution approximates the solution to the differential equations. The approximation accuracy is governed by the transcription (how the differential equations are expressed as a system of algebraic equations) and how accurately those equations are solved. CSALT employs both low and high order transcriptions that are all implicit integration schemes. The transcriptions currently supported are Trapezoid, Hermite Simpson, Lobatto IIIa methods of order 4, 6, and 8, and Radau orthogonal collocation. CSALT casts all transcriptions in the form proposed by Betts (see Ref. 1), pg. 146):

$$f = Az + Bq$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $A$ and $B$ are constant matrices dependent upon the transcription, $z$ is the decision vector, $f$ is the vector of nonlinear programming functions, and $q$ is the vector of optimal control functions evaluated at the discretization points. The system currently supports Mayer, Lagrange, or Bolza form cost functions, algebraic path constraints, and algebraic point constraints. Optimization parameters include state, control, and time parameters. Integral constraints, static, and integral variables will be implemented within the next year.

3.1. Derivatives and Sparsity Determination

Sparse derivatives are supplied to the NLP solver by differentiating Eq. (5) resulting in

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial z} = A + B \frac{\partial q}{\partial z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The derivatives are computed using sparse matrix representations of the arrays, where the optimal control problem derivatives can optionally be provided by the user. If some or all of the optimal control derivatives are not provided, CSALT performs finite differencing of the optimal control functions.

NLP sparsity is determined using

$$\text{Sparsity}(\frac{\partial f}{\partial z}) = \text{Sparsity}(A + B \frac{\partial q}{\partial z})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where the sparsity of the users optimal control functions are determined by randomly varying the decision variables within the user-defined bounds on those variables.

3.2. Scaling

The NLP problem can be solved with greater efficiency if it is scaled properly. If the magnitudes of the decision vector and NLP functions are not consistent, then too will be the magnitudes of the derivatives. This will then unnaturally weight the optimization algorithm steps. Further, if a given constraint is poorly scaled relative to other constraints, then it will be difficult to reach feasibility. These challenges can be improved with proper problem scaling. The scaling in CSALT follows the method proposed by Betts (4) (pg. 45). First, the decision vector values are all transformed using their bounds to the interval [-1/2,1/2]. Second, all defect constraints are scaled using a matching transformation. Finally, all other constraint functions are scaled such that the norm of the associated row of constraint function derivatives in the Jacobian is unity. Note that the scaling factors are determined based on the magnitudes of the Jacobian of the initial guess, further increasing its importance.

3.3. Mesh Refinement

Currently, CSALT supports mesh-refinement for the Radau orthogonal collocation method. For the Radau orthogonal collocation method, a mesh refinement algorithm presented in Ref. 11 is implemented in CSALT. The role of the mesh-refinement algorithm is to apply proper changes to the discretization (i.e., the length of the mesh interval and the degree of the approximating polynomial) in order to satisfy the user-defined tolerance on the relative collocation error. The relative collocation error represents the quality of the collocated solution, and the mesh refinement algorithm estimates the relative collocation error as the difference between the approximating polynomials and the quadrature integration results of the dynamics functions. According to Rao, the required polynomial degree of a mesh interval is obtained as follows:

$$P^k = \log_{10} \left( \frac{\epsilon}{\epsilon_k} \right), \quad k = 0, 1, 2, ..., k_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $N^k$ is the current polynomial degree after the $k$-th mesh refinement, $P^k$ is the required polynomial degree change, $\epsilon$ is the collocation error tolerance, $k_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum number of mesh refinement iterations, and $\epsilon$ is the current estimate of relative collocation error. In addition, there are static tuning parameters $N_{\text{min}}$ and $N_{\text{max}}$ of the mesh refinement algorithm that define the boundaries of the polynomial degree such that:

$$N_{\text{min}} \leq N \leq N_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{for any } k$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

CSALT adopts $N_{\text{min}}=3$, and $N_{\text{max}}=14$ based on the empirical data provided in Ref. 11. If $N^k + P^k \leq N_{\text{max}}$, the degree of the polynomial is updated as using

$$N^{k+1} = N^k + P^k$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

If $N^k + P^k > N_{\text{max}}$, the mesh refinement algorithm divides the mesh interval into subintervals having $N^{k+1} = N_{\text{min}}$. The number of subintervals $B$ is given as follows:

$$B = \max \left( \frac{N^k + P^k}{N_{\text{min}}} \right), \quad 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

4. Benchmarking Results

Comparing solutions to optimal control problems is complicated by the fact that there are several possible sources of error that can account for differences in solutions between different approaches and tools and because there are subjective and conflicting measures of performance, like accuracy and run-time evaluations. Perhaps the most obvious issue is implementation error, which any benchmarking effort should catch. Other sources of error include errors in the approximation employed, errors in the solution of the approximate equations, and, when using discretized solutions, errors caused by interpolation to common discretization points generated by different approaches or tools.
The benchmarking approach we employ is designed to ensure the errors above can be characterized, and, most importantly, numerical or approximation errors are not masking problems in implementation. We have selected 17 benchmarking problems from the literature. For all problems, we provide a comparison of optimal cost provided by CSALT to the optimal cost provided by an independent, trustworthy source. Second, we include detailed comparisons for several problems that have known, exact solutions and show the maximum errors in state and control parameters between CSALT and the analytic solution. Comparison against exact solutions avoids the need to interpret differences between approximate solutions or interpolation to common times because the analytic solution allows double precision evaluation of the state and control at the same times used by the CSALT library. We also show comparisons between CSALT and other collocation tools and show agreement to within expected accuracy, given tolerances used in the NLP problem and interpolation of the solutions. Finally, we show applications to interplanetary low thrust benchmarks solved using the Calculus of Variations and other numerical methods.

In the next section, we identify specifications of the benchmarking problems.

4.1. Problem Specification Sources

For the purposes of benchmarking we have selected 15 test problems solved either exactly or with other collocation software systems with solutions documented in the open literature. The list of problems is shown in Table 1, along with the optimal cost from CSALT and the truth source. The problem specifications are openly available in Refs. 5), 8), 15), and 16) and we refer the reader to those specifications for details. The page numbers in Table 1 point to the pages in the preceding references that contain the configuration used for benchmarking, as in some cases, multiple configurations or parameterizations can be employed to solve a given problem.

The problems selected contain multiple phase problems, problems with Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) control configurations, and singular optimal control problems. There are problems with state and control path constraints and end point constraints and problems with algebraic and integral cost. Some problems deserve special explanation. In particular, the form of the Goddard Rocket problem solved here is a three phase singular arc problem that incorporates optimality conditions derived from the Calculus of Variations. Additionally, there are two problems with exact analytic solutions. Rigorous comparisons for those problems are investigated in the next section.

The results in Table 1 and 2 show excellent agreement with independent solutions. The tables contain the optimal cost value from CSALT and the independent truth source. In general, CSALT agrees with the truth sources to the level of precision provided in the output of those systems. Notably, the comparison with analytic solutions shows agreement on the order of 1E-12 relative error.

4.2. Comparison to Exact Solutions

For high precision comparisons we selected two optimal control problems with known analytic solutions; an example problem presented by Hull (problem 9.5), and a problem presented by Garg and Rao. The analytic solutions for state and control are presented in those references. Figure 1 shows a plot of the CSALT solution and the exact solution for the Rau Automatica problem and both are qualitatively similar. Table 3 shows the maximum relative state and control errors for both test problems. In both cases, state and control agree to at least 1e-6 and often much better. These solutions were generated automatically problem and both are qualitatively similar. Table 3 shows the maximum relative state and control errors for both test problems. In both cases, state and control agree to at least 1e-6 and often much better. These solutions were generated with tolerances for optimality, and feasibility in SNOPT of 1e-8, and mesh refinement tolerances of 1e-6. Even better agreement is achieved when tolerances are tightened, but at a significant increase in run time.

4.3. Comparison to Other Collocation Tools

We selected three problems for detailed comparisons. The Conway orbit raising problem is a classical problem well known in the literature, the Goddard Rocket problem is a stressing case because it contains a singular arc, and the Hypersensitive problem, because it is a stressing case for mesh refinement. For each problem we present qualitative graphical comparisons and quantitative comparisons by showing the maximum state and
Table 2. High level optimal control comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>“Truth” Source</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh</td>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>-4.03E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Control Contraint)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh</td>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>6.59E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Control + State Constrain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goddard Rocket</td>
<td>SOS/GPOPS</td>
<td>-8.57E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersensitive</td>
<td>SOS/GPOPS</td>
<td>-1.39E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway Orbit</td>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>-2.11E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Tangent Steering</td>
<td>SOS/GPOPS</td>
<td>-1.19E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachistichrone</td>
<td>SOS/GPOPS</td>
<td>2.37E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryson Denham</td>
<td>GPOPS/PSOPT</td>
<td>-9.07E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz</td>
<td>PSOPT</td>
<td>4.38E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Point</td>
<td>PSOPT</td>
<td>4.53E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryson Max Range</td>
<td>PSOPT</td>
<td>-6.57E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle Avoidance</td>
<td>PSOPT</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon Lander</td>
<td>PSOPT</td>
<td>-4.09E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rau Automatica</td>
<td>Analytic</td>
<td>4.70E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull Problem 9.5</td>
<td>Analytic</td>
<td>4.00E-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. CSALT Comparison to Exact Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>Max. State Error</th>
<th>Max. Control Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hull Problem 9.5</td>
<td>2.876e-09</td>
<td>2.817e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rao Automatica</td>
<td>5.109e-08</td>
<td>2.391e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. State and Control Comparison for Rao Automatica

control differences between CSALT and the solution generated by either SOS or GPOPSII. Note, comparison of the cost solution was discussed in the problem overview section.

Figures 2 and 3 show relevant portions of the state and control history for the Hypersensitive orbit problem computed by CSALT and GPOPSII. For the hypersensitive problem, the dynamics change rapidly at the beginning and end of the time window, and are nearly constant for the middle portions of the window and the solutions between CSALT and GPOPSII are similar. Table 4 shows the maximum relative state and control difference of 4.305e-02 and 2.911e-01 respectively. These are larger than desirable. We believe the difference is due to interpolation to common discretization times and this is supported by comparing the agreement between SOS and GPOPS-II solutions where the maximum relative state and control differences are 3.54e-01 and 1.037 respectively when interpolated to common discretization times using cubic splines.

Figures 4 and 5 show the state and control history for the Conway orbit problem computed by CSALT and SOS. The problem is a finite thrust orbit raising problem, and the solution results in three orbital revolutions. The solutions are qualitatively similar and differences cannot be seen on the scale of the graphics. Table 4 contains data illustrating the maximum state and control differences between the two systems. The state agreement is excellent with a maximum relative difference of 9.814e-06, while the maximum relative control difference is 1.610e-02.

The state and control histories for the Goddard Rocket Problem from CSALT and SOS are shown in Figures 6-8. The problem contains three phases and the solutions are qualitatively consistent. The control is discontinuous and has a bang-off structure for the first and third phase, and in the second phase thrust is varied to maintain terminal velocity (in the upward direction!). The maximum relative difference for state and control agreement is excellent, with maximum differences of 6.863e-07 and 2.191e-08, respectively.

Table 4. CSALT Comparison to Other Collocation Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Max. Rel. State Error</th>
<th>Max. Rel. Control Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goddard</td>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>6.863e-07</td>
<td>2.191e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypers.</td>
<td>GPOPSII</td>
<td>4.305e-02</td>
<td>2.911e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway</td>
<td>SOS</td>
<td>9.814e-06</td>
<td>1.610e-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Selected Low-Thrust Optimization Problems

Low-thrust, solar electric propulsion (SEP) trajectories are among the most challenging optimal control problems. In general, exact solutions do not exist, but Horsewood and Dankanič\cite{Horsewood2012} have published results for certain industry standard problems. They used the indirect trajectory optimization software, HILTOP, which uses calculation of variations, to compare to a direct solver, MALTO,\cite{Malo1987} which uses an NLP solver to optimize multiple impulses to approximate a low-thrust trajectory. This section will discuss comparisons between the benchmark results and solutions found using CSALT.

The first problem considered is an Earth to Mars SEP transfer using two ion engines. The full problem specifications are not repeated here, and we refer the reader to Ref. 12 for a thorough description of the problem parameters. Note we did not replicate the low-thrust spiral to low Mars orbit because the benchmark studies did not perform optimization of that phase of the trajectory. The varying analytical models used modified the results sufficiently that it overshadowed the comparison of the optimal control history results themselves.

The comparison of the Earth to Mars transfers using various optimal control software is presented in Table 5. Qualitatively, CSALT converged to the same solution as the other tools. The launch dates, arrival dates, launch masses, and propellant masses all matched within a few days or tens of kilograms. The exact differences are within the expected margins of error of the modelling techniques. Malto uses discrete impulsive burn approximations, whereas the other two tools have smoothly varying control histories. This allows them to deliver more mass to Mars, as the NLP solver has greater flexibility. It is likely that with a greater number of time steps, Malto would have more closely approximated the solution of the other two tools. Both Malto and HILTOP are limited in their ability to scale their fidelity. For the purposes of comparison, the trajectory shown in CSALT used a similar level of modeling fidelity (2 body patched conic dynamics, polynomial thrust models), however, simple changes to the problem implementation would allow a higher fidelity solution.

The second trajectory benchmark problem considered is a re-
the CSALT trajectory required a greater amount of propellant to reach Ceres, in addition to an appreciably longer flight time. However, the increased propellant on this final leg was not sufficient to compensate for savings elsewhere, and CSALT found a solution that would deliver almost 160 kg greater mass to Ceres, using at least 20 kg less propellant, at a cost of slightly less than 220 days of additional mission duration.

4.5. Selected IRK Problems

In this section we present high level comparison results for the implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods in CSALT. The methods implemented are Trapezoid, Hermite-Simpson, and Runge-Kutta 4/6/8-th order algorithms all of type Lobatto IIa. Table 7 presents the CSALT solutions for the Rao Automatica, Conway Orbit Example, and Interior Point problems obtained without mesh-refinement. Mesh-refinement for IRK methods is underway but is not complete at the time of writing. The truth data for the problems illustrated here is contained in Table 2.

In the absence of mesh-refinement, the quality of the solution is heavily affected by both the user-defined mesh points and the order of the collocation method. We expect that when employing the same mesh configuration, higher order methods will provide more accurate solutions than lower order methods and that is confirmed by the data in Table 7. CSALT solutions converge to the truth data as the order of the method increases when employing the same mesh. Note, the Hermite-Simpson method is a fourth order method similar to the Runge-Kutta 4th order method. Consequently, the results from Hermite-Simpson and the Runge-Kutta 4th order methods are effectively the same.

Table 8 contains test results for the trapezoidal method for Rao Automatica, Conway Orbit, and the Interior Point problems with the original mesh configuration, and a more dense mesh configuration expected to improve solution quality (effectively by-hand mesh refinement). The original solutions for Rao Automatica, Conway Orbit, and Interior Point use six, twenty, and ten, mesh points respectively. The improved solutions for Rao Automatica, Conway Orbit, and Interior Point use two hundred, two hundred, and sixty, mesh points respectively.

5. Future Work

To date, CSALT development needs were prioritized based on the needs of low thrust interplanetary missions. Future work will address other capabilities required for solving more general optimal control problems, including static and integral decision parameters and integral constraints. We also plan to implement second derivatives and interfaces to NLP solvers that support
full Newton methods. Finally, in the spirit of not optimizing too early, we have not performed performance benchmarking or made performance-minded code changes. We plan to address performance issues in the near future.

6. Conclusions

CSALT is mature software capable of solving a wide variety of optimization problems with high accuracy. In this work, we compared CSALT solutions to a wide variety of problems, solved by a wide variety of approaches and tools. In all cases, excellent agreement is seen, consistent with exact solutions or to the agreement between independent industry standards such as SOS and GPOPSII. We demonstrated applications that employ both integral and algebraic cost functions, and algebraic point and path constraints. Particular attention was given to low thrust orbit problems as CSALT is currently undergoing integration into the General Mission Analysis Tool for high-fidelity low thrust trajectory optimization.
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